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Abstract 
The porous medium equation on a d-dimensional torus is obtained as a hydrodynamic scaling 
limit, with the usual diffusion scaling, of the empirical measures of a sequence of reversible 
Markov jump processes on approximating periodic lattices. Each process can be viewed as a 
randomly interacting configuration of sticks (or energies, etc.). The configuration evolves through 
exchanges of stick portions that occur between earest neighbours through a zero-range pressure 
mechanism, with conservation of total sticklength. 
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I. Introduction 
This article studies a microscopic analogue of the porous medium equation (hence- 
forth, the PME) 
a 
= (1.1) 
where u(t, 3) is a scalar function on ~+ × ~¢d, A is the Laplace operator, and x >0 and 
ct > 1 are constants. 
The PME is of considerable theoretical and practical interest. It is a degenerate 
nonlinear evolution equation of parabolic type and one of the simplest quasilinear, 
but not semilinear, versions of the heat equation. The foremost feature that separates 
the PME from the linear heat equation (the case ct = 1 in (1.1)) is finite speed of 
propagation, or that a solution may be compactly supported at each time. This property 
is evident in the fundamental source-type weak solution of Barenblatt and has been 
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established for quite general solutions with compactly supported initial data. It gives 
rise to a free boundary or propagation front that separates the support of the solution 
from the empty region. A particularly interesting aspect of the free boundary is the 
so-called focusing problem, which means studying how the support of the solution fills 
a hole Angenent and Aronson (1995). Additionally, the PME has an important place 
in studies of self-similar solutions and intermediate asymptotics, and has been a test 
case for applications of renormalization group techniques Goldenfeld (1992). We refer 
the reader to Vazquez (1992) for a survey of the mathematics of the PME and for 
further eferences to the literature. 
On the practical side, the PME models situations where it is reasonable to assume 
that diffusivity depends on concentration i  a power law fashion. The application behind 
the name PME is to model the density of gas flowing through a porous medium Muskat 
(1937) but there are numerous other uses in fluid dynamics and plasma physics with 
various values of ct. It has also been used to describe migratory diffusion of biologi- 
cal populations, ee for example Gumey and Nisbet (1975) and Gurtin and MacCamy 
(1977). 
Our goal is to understand microscopic mechanisms that account for the macroscopic 
phenomena manifested by the PME. To this end, we introduce an interacting random 
process and show that, under diffusive scaling, its empirical process converges in prob- 
ability to a deterministic measure-valued function with a density u(t, 4) that satisfies 
the PME in the weak sense. This hydrodynamic scaling limit provides rigorous justi- 
fication for regarding our stochastic model as a microscopic analogue of the PME, as 
stated in the opening line. Such a project is part of the well-established tradition of 
finding deep connections between probability theory and partial differential equations. 
It is worthwhile for a number of reasons. It can illuminate the applicability of the 
PME as a mathematical model. Also, it enables a study of the "microscopic structures" 
underlying the properties of the PME, such as the free boundary. To date, the best ex- 
ample of such work is the study of the microscopic structure of the shock in nonlinear 
conservation laws (see Ferrari, 1994, for a recent review). One purpose of presenting 
our model is to provide a basis for a similar understanding of the PME. Additionally, 
we intend to discuss fluctuations and long-time behaviour such as large deviations in 
sequels to this paper. 
The literature on the probabilistic or microscopic aspects of the PME is not yet very 
large. Inoue (1989) constructs nonlinear diffusion processes with densities atisfying 
the PME, and in Inoue (1991) an interacting particle system, based on a finite differ- 
ence scheme, that approximates the PME. The hydrodynamics of critical lattice gases 
involves an affine function of a solution to the PME with ct = 3 (see Lebowitz et al., 
1991; Spohn, 1991, Part II, Ch. 3). Deterministic particle models whose empirical 
densities obey the PME in an infinite particle limit have been studied by Oelschl~iger 
(1990) and Uchiyama (1995). 
The immediate precursors of our paper are the hydrodynamic limits presented by 
Suzuki and Uchiyama (1993) and Ekhaus and Sepp/il/iinen (1994). Both cover only 
the case ~ = 2 of (1.1). Our model, which captures the whole range 0~ > 1, is a gen- 
eralization of a model that appears in both Suzuki and Uchiyama (1993) and Ekhaus 
and Sepp/il/iinen (1994). 
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A few words about the methods we employ: For technical convenience we consider 
periodic solutions to (1.1), that is, the space ~ff is replaced by the toms 3 --a = ~a/~d. 
We establish local equilibrium with the entropy method of Guo, Papanicolau and Varad- 
han (1988), in a fashion similar to its application by Kipnis et al. (1989). Following 
Suzuki and Uchiyama (1993) we replace the so-called two-block estimate by a Young 
measure argument of Varadhan (1991), for this permits a relaxation of the entropy 
bound needed for the initial distributions of the process. The equilibria of our process 
are products of i.i.d, exponential distributions and consequently entropy bounds do not 
yield moment bounds. In Ekhaus and Sepp~ilfinen (1994) attractiveness yielded the 
necessary moment estimates. Our more general model does not have such monotonic- 
ity properties, so to get the moment estimates we adapt a lemma from Suzuki and 
Uchiyama (1993). 
Here is an outline of the article. In Section 2 we give a precise description of the 
stochastic model and the main result. The key moment bound is obtained in Section 
3. Using the moment bound, we prove the tightness of the empirical processes and 
absolute continuity of the limiting process in Section 4. The entropy estimates and the 
local equilibrium are worked out in Sections 5 and 6. The Young measure argument 
is carried out in Section 7. This, combined with the uniqueness result of Section 8, 
implies the main result of this article. An appendix provides facts about random walk 
on a lattice and Brownian motion on the torus that are used in the article. Proofs are 
sketched because they are often difficult to find in the literature. 
2. Notation and main result 
For the duration of the paper, fix the spatial dimension d >~ 1 and the constant ~ > 1 
appearing in (1.1). For any integer N ~> 1, let ~(N a :---- ~a/N~a be the d-dimensional 
periodic lattice of size N a. We imagine the ~(Na'S centered at the origin in such a way 
that any finite subset of 5( a is contained in ~N a for all large enough N. We study a 
family of Markov processes, indexed by the scaling parameter N, with state spaces 
SeN = ~f~, where ~,+ = [O,+cx~). For any xE~,q~N, and i,k, fE~au, define 
~ xi, i ¢ k,f, 
x u'k'~= ]xk -u ,  i=k ,  
t x,. + u, i = (. 
Define the operator LN by 
Luf(x) := N 2 ~ ~ fo x~ u~-2[f(x u'k'¢) - f(x)]du, XE~N, 
le-kl=l 
where f:A~N ~ ~ is a measurable function, ? -  k is calculated modN~ ca, and [. I is 
the (1-norm on ~(a. 
For each N there is a unique Markov process having LN as its infinitesimal generator. 
Indeed, it is routine to see that there is a unique (in law) Markov jump process on each 
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compact state space ~N,M := {XE ~PN : ~iXi ~<M}, M >0,  having LN as  its bounded 
infinitesimal generator on C( reN, M ). Moreover, each simplex 5eff := {x E 5fN : ~ i  Xi = 
M}, M>0,  is invariant. The laws of the processes, on 5aN, M, are clearly consistent as 
M increases; so by letting M + ~,  we obtain a unique Markov jump process on 5eu 
having LN as its generator, with C0(reN) as a core. 
We denote the process by 
xN(t) = (xiN(t) " iEoo051~), t>~O. 
We shall view the component xiU(t) E ~+ as the length of a vertical stick at location i at 
time t, while other natural interpretations could be in terms of biomass or a diffusing 
physical quantity. The stick configuration xN(t) evolves through exchanges of stick 
portions that occur between nearest neighbours and conserve the total sticklength, as 
can be read off the formula for the generator. 
The process has a one-parameter family of reversible invariant product measures 
• P := mp , p ~>0, where mp is the exponential distribution with mean p with the 
convention that m0 = 60. This follows from the formula 
E~ [ foXk h(u, xU'k")dul = E~ [ fo~' h(u,x)du] , (2.1) 
valid for any k, f E ~eNa nd any bounded measurable function h on ~,+ × SeN, and 
proved by a change of variable as in Lemma 2.2 in Ekhaus and Sepp~il~iinen (1994). 
Suppose the process starts from an initial distribution P~ on SeN with a density fo  
with respect o ~N := ~IN" Let pU be the law of the process xN(.) with initial law 
pU(dx) = f°u(x)~u(dx), and Pt u be the law of xU(t). 
Associated with the process xN(t) is the J/g-valued empirical process 
1 
= OEY, 
ic~z~ 
where 3 -a = ~la/~ a is the d-dimensional standard torus, and Jg = ~ ' (3  -a) is the 
space of all finite nonnegative Borel measures on ~--a with its usual weak topology. 
For a measurable function ¢ on ~--a and p E ~//, (/z, ¢) denotes the integral of q5 with 
respect o /~. We shall show that under certain conditions on the initial densities fo,  
the empirical measure #~(d0) approaches a deterministic measure u(t, 0)dO as N ~ <xz, 
for all t > 0, and u(t, O) is characterized as a weak solution of the PME. Here are the 
hypotheses: 
Assumption 1: There exists a finite measure v E ~/  such that for every smooth 
function J on ~--d and every 6 > 0, 
{ 1 
N~cx~lim PON X E SPN : ~ Z J 
iCON ~ 
Assumption 2: The relative entropy 
H( f  °) := f f °  g log fN °dq~N =ofN d+2) 
J~N 
xi - (v,J) ~ 6 ~ 
as N--+ o~. 
=0.  
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Assumption 3: For d>~2, 
2 0 supN-d f ~ xif~v(X)~N(dX)< +c~. 
N d6aN iE~d 
No moment assumption is needed for the case d = 1. 
We are ready to state our main result: 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied. Then for every t > 0, any 
smooth function J(O) on 3 -a, and each 3 > O, 
lim Pt N x E ~eN : ~-g ~ J x i -  = 
N--~oo iE~d J ~-d 
where u(t, O) is the unique weak solution in L~+I((0, T] × j-d; dt® dO) of the PME 
~u(t,O)=(~-l)!Au~(t,O), t>0,  u(t,O)dO~v, ast--*O, (2.3) 
where (~ - 1)! = F(c¢); i.e.,for all smooth J 
L l ;  aJ(O)u(t,O)dO - aJ(O)v(dO) -- (ct - 1)! ds u~(s,O)AJ(O)dO. (2.4) Jo d jd  
Actually we prove a result stronger than that stated in Theorem 2.1. For any fixed 
T > 0, let ~ :---- D([0, T], ~t') be the space of J/-valued cadlag paths endowed with 
the Skorohod topology. Let QN be the law of the empirical process/aN so that QN is 
a probability measure on ~.  The first step is to establish the tightness of the family 
{QN}N>~I. The second step is to show that any limit point Q of {QN}N~>I is supported 
by C([0, T], J / )  (the space of weakly continuous JC-valued paths), that #t(dO) has a 
density u(t, O) Q-almost surely, and that the weak version (2.4) of the PME holds Q- 
almost surely. Finally, by showing that Eq. (2.4) has a unique solution, we get weak 
convergence of QN to a degenerate measure 6~. on ~¢ from which Theorem 2.1 
follows. 
The point of the result is that a law of large numbers assumed to hold at time 0 
is propagated in time by the stochastic dynamics. Thus Assumption 1 is the central 
one, while Assumptions 2 and 3 are only technical conditions necessary for our proof. 
Assumption 2 is required for the entropy method and it is used only in Sections 
5-7, while Assumption 3 is required for moment estimates and is used throughout the 
paper. There are two variants of the entropy method that differ on the strength of the 
hypothesis needed. Both start off by establishing local equilibrium in a microscopically 
large set by a bound on Dirichlet forms that control exchanges between individual 
sites. This needs an entropy bound of o(N d+2) as in Assumption 2. In the so-called 
two-block estimate the local equilibrium is then extended to a macroscopically small 
set at the expense of this stronger entropy bound: 
= f f° logf°d4~N = (9(Nd), as N---~oc. (2.5) H( f  °) 
J 
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We use an altemative argument via Young measures that completes the proof of local 
equilibrium without stronger entropy bounds. These ideas are due to Varadhan (1991), 
and our application of them follows Suzuki and Uchiyama (1993). The two-block 
estimate works also in our setting if we assume (2.5) instead of Assumption 2, in 
a manner similar to Ekhaus and Sepp/il~iinen (1994). The strength of Assumption 2 
compared with (2.5) is that it permits the macroscopic initial profile to be a delta 
measure. However, Assumption 3 precludes this possibility for us, except in the case 
d= 1. (See below for further details.) 
Our result covers Theorem 1 of Ekhaus and Sepp/il/iinen (1994) entirely except in 
one sense: Our microscopic initial configuration cannot have empty sites, that is, we 
must have Pff{xES~N :xi > 0} = 1 for all N and iE LrNd. This is forced upon us by 
the hypothesis H(f°N) < c~ required for the entropy method. Such was the case also 
in Ekhaus and Sepp/il~iinen (1994), but with the help of attractiveness it was possible 
to lift this assumption in the end (see Section 3.6 in Ekhaus and Sepp/il~iinen, 1994). 
Performing the same technical extension for our result would be desirable, for then 
one could hope to study the microscopic free boundary between empty and occupied 
sites. 
Notice though that we do not require that the macroscopic nitial profile v charges all 
of ~--a. This is a payoff of the relaxed entropy bound. For example, if v(d0) = uo(O) dO 
for a bounded continuous function uo(O)>1 O, we can take pN(dx) = (~i~ muo(i/N)vN-t 
(dxi) with entropy H( f  °) = C(N d logN). The boundedness assumption on u0 is im- 
posed for the sake of Assumption 3. In the case d = 1, v can be rather general. 
For example, if v is non-atomic then we can take PoN(dx) = (~iE~N mpN(i)(dxi)' with 
pN(i) ---- Nv([i/N,(i + 1)/N)) V N- l ;  while if v = 30 then we can take pN(dx) = 
thN(dx0) ® ~i#o mN-l(dXi) where rhN is the shifted exponential law 
~ Ne-N(x°-N)dxo, xo>~N 
rnN(dx°) = ( 0, 0~<x0 <N. 
In both instances, H( f ° )  = (9(N log N). 
To prepare for the proof, we make two reductions that simplify notation and technica- 
lities without entailing any loss of generality: We set T = 1 and assume 
pN {N-aZ xN <<, I I=  I. (2.6) 
To justify (2.6), first choose a constant c > v(yd). Because of Assumption 1, it suffices 
to verify the result for initial laws pN satisfying 
Indeed let fo, c be the density of the conditional law Po N'c := P~(.[N-ay'~ie~ x~ <~c). 
It is easy to check that fo, c satisfies Assumptions 1-3. Let pN, c be the law of XN(.) 
with initial distribution P0 yC, and Q~v the law of the empirical process p.N induced by 
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pU, c. If Q~ converges weakly to 6~. then, for any bounded continuous function F on 
~, ,  
I<QN,F) -- <6~.,F)I = ~o~<Y~)~ c} +{.2'<~.)>e} 
k ie~ 
and this implies that QN converges weakly to 6u.. Replacing c by 1 is justified by 
noting that the generator and the macroscopic equation of the processes c-~xN(.) are 
the same as those of xU(.) modulo a multiplicative constant. 
3. Moment bounds 
This section establishes bounds on the site-and-time-averaged (a + 1)th moments of 
the processes xU(.), uniformly in N. First we introduce some notation for the calcula- 
tion, Any configuration x E ~U gives an empirical measure 
I~N(dO)=N-a Z xi6i/u(dO) 
on ~-d. Suppose G:N- i~ g --~ ~ is a function that satisfies G( -~)=G(( )  for 
~ E N--~eNd. Set 
g(x)={t~N,G*#N)=N-2d Z G(~)x ix j ,  XESfN, (3.1) 
where • denotes convolution and ( . , . )  denotes integration. AN denotes the discrete 
Laplacian on ~g: 
ANf(~) := Z f(~ + N-le) - f ( ( )  N-2 , ~EN- '~ d. 
e:lel=l 
Write qU(~), r ~>0, ~ E N- I~N d, for N d times the transition function of simple sym- 
metric continuous-time random walk on N- l~U d, speeded up by a factor of N 2. In 
other words, qU(~) solves 
C~q~V = 1 ANq~r for r > 0, qU = Nd60" ~r r 
See the appendix for a formula for q~rr- We shall eventually take G = q~r. 
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Pt u has a density f~ with respect o ~N, which has the following characteriza- 
tions. The generator Llv restricted to 5aN, M = {X E SeN :~,iegaN Xi<~M} is also bounded 
on Ll(d~u). Therefore the initial value problem 
~ft  =LNJ},M for t > O, f~,,Mlt=o =f~vlS~u, MO Ot N,M 
is well posed. The solutions are clearly consistent as M increases and so determine a 
measurable function f~(x) on ~+ × ~N. Evidently, f~v(X)=Ex[f°(xN(t))] for ~u-a.e. 
x. By reversibility, for all bounded measurable h on ~U, 
Thus f~ = dptU/d~u. 
Lemma 3.1. Let fN = f2 f~v dt. Under Assumption 3, 
sup EfUN [ N-d ke~ZeN~X-" X + l ]k  j < + oo. (3.2) 
Proof. The proof of the lemma is modelled after that of Lemma 2.1 in Suzuki and 
Uchiyama (1993). We verify (3.2) through the following three steps. In the first step 
we calculate 
LNg(X) ~-2N-2d [o~-lj, k~C<~fXjX~ANG(~J- ) 
- (e+ 1)-I Z x~+IANG(O)] ' xED~N" (3.3) 
k~ J 
__  N In the second step we take O-  qr, integrate (3.3) (fu-2 dt fSeN fly dCI)N...), and show 
that for some positive constants C, e0, and c1 
jCk 
N-d -ClE fN x k ~ C. 
L ke.~ J 
(3.4) 
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The final step consists of dropping the first summation i  (3.4) and applying H61der's 
inequality to the third term to obtain MN <~ a+ bM p, where 
MN:=E]N [N-a ~ ~+1] ?_.,xk I ' 
ke~ I 
p:=~/(~ + 1) < 1, a:=C/co, b:=cl/co. 
Hence sups MN <~M, where M is the unique positive root of the equation: M = a+bMP; 
and (3.2) is established. 
We now verify (3.3). 
:'-2L'g(x)::'Z Z foX'U~-2tg(xu'*")-o(x)l du: Z 
I:-kl = 1 I:-kl=l 
× u~-2 +Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z 
[ i~k,: i=k i=~ j=k j=~ i=k i=k i=: i=: 
k j#k,: j#k,: j#k,: i#k,: i#k,: j=: j=k j=k j=: 
xa(~) [xU 'k ' :x~ 'k ' : - -X ix j ]du  
xG(~)[xU'"ex~'"e-xixj]du by symmetry, 
=Z 
I :-kl=l 
V-kl=1 
+2G(~-N-f)[(xk-u)(x:+u)-xkxl] 
+ G(0)[(xk - u) 2 + (x: + u) 2 - ~ - x:2]/ 
] 
xW]} 
du 
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kez, f :e~ \je~ 
l:-kl=1 
[ = 2N-2 ~-1 Z xjX~ANG - (~+ 1)-1 Z x~ +'ANG(O) 
j, kG:Z d kG:Z d 
where, in the second-to-last equality, we interchanged the order of summations, made 
the change of index : H e=:  - k (Id = l), and multiplied and divided by N -2. This 
establishes (3.3). 
Take G=q N in (3.3) and denote the corresponding  defined in (3.1) by Yr. Set 
fN 
C' := sup E[(/~N, q~,  pU)] dr. N -2 
We prove in Lemma A.3 of the appendix that C' < c~. Now we can verify (3.4). 
fN 
- c '<  - Ee~t<v~v,~ • uN>] dr --2 
~< _2E~[(#N,qUr, #N>] _ EeN[<#N, qUr, pN>]dr 
--//_2/ol:EL-rl:"'ll dsdr 
E/; ] = E L LNOr(X) dr  
- -2  
= 2N-2aEfN 0~--1 Z xjx; -2 Auq/~ dr 
z 1 )] --(c~ + 1) -1 ~ "~k"~+l -2 Auq~r(O dr 
= 4N-2dEfN [~-1J,'6~ xjx~ (qAl¢ 1 (~-J- ) -- q~N-2 ( ~-~J- ) } 
~+1 1 -(~, + 1) -1 ~ xk {qfi (o) - ~_2(o)} 
k~ZZN d 
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<<4N-2dEfx [~-1 Z xjx~q~l (~-~)_~-1 E xjx~q~N-a (~)  
j, kc~ jCk 
c~+1 - - [0~--1  - -  (~ -~- 1)-11 E xk q~N-~(O" ' 
where the last inequality is obtained by dropping the term - (~+ 1 )-1 Y'~k~:zg X~+1qN(O) • 
Finally, we use the following estimates for random walks (the first is obvious; the 
second is derived in Proposition A.2): 
q~N-2(O)>~Nae -a, q~l (N)<<.cl 
for some constant Cl independent of N. Applying these estimates to the first and third 
terms of the right-hand side of the second-to-last display, and summing over j in the 
first term (recalling that N -a )-']k~:ZN ~ Xk ~< 1 ), yields 
4{  [~¢-dx~]-- [N--2dZxjx~q~N_2(~-~ ) -c '  <~ (cl/~)EL ~ k ~-1EL 
-e-d[°~(~+ l)]-'EfN [N-a Ex~+l] kC:Z~N J 
Setting C = C'~/4 and co = e-d(~ + 1)-1, we see that the last inequality is equivalent 
to (3.4). E] 
4. Tightness and absolute continuity 
Recall that QN denotes the law of #.N on the space ~ =D([O, 1],J¢). Write p. for 
a generic element of ~ .  
Lemma 4.1. For each J E C2(~ -d) and e > 0 there xists 6 > 0 such that 
{ 
lim sup QN l sup 
N---+oo ~ O<~s,t <~ l 
It--st<6 
16ut,J) - (~ , J ) [  > ~) ,<g. 
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Proof. By a straightforward calculation, the martingale 
M~(t) :=  ( . f , J )  - ( . f , J )  - Lu(II(,J))d~ 
-" :0' = (Pt , )  -- (IzN, J) -- N-d Z c¢-lxk(s)'ANJ ds k c ~u 
has compensator 
Z' (MN)t N 2 = LN((tZs,J ) ) -2 (#u, J ) ' Lu ( ( l~u, J ) )ds  
l:-kl=l 
fO 
t 
= N -2a y~ (o~ + 1)-lxk(s) ~+1 
fO t <<, C N-2a Z xk(s)"+L ds, 
le-kl=l 
where C is some constant depending only on J. Writing 
Is' (l~Nt,j) N j N-d -- (#s,)---- Z °~-lxk(r)~ANJ dr + MN(t)-- mN(s), 
(4.1) 
we then estimate 
QN (O<~s,t<~lsup I(ktt, J) - (~s,J)l > e) 
It-sJ < 6 
<~PN( 0~-10<~s,t<~lSUp l tN -dZxk( r )~ANj (k )dr>/2)  
It-s[<6 .,s k~a:dN 
+QN ( sup IMu(t) -- MN(S)[ >~ 2)" 
\ O<~s,t<~l 
By Doob's inequality, 
ON sup [MN(t) -- MN(s)[ >/~ ~< Qu 2 sup [Mu(~)l-/ 
\O<~s,t<~l 0~<~<1 
~< 32e-2E[MN(1 )2] = 32e-2E[(MN) 1] 
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N L kca'~ 
~<e/2 (4.2) 
for N sufficiently large, by (3.2) of Lemma 3.1. Since supk~v IANJ(k/N)I < cx~, the 
proof will be completed upon showing that, for any # > 0 
supP N sup Z xk(r)~ dr >'2# < e/2, 
N 0~<s,t~<l os kE~a u 
It-sl<6 
for a suitably chosen 6. Take 6 < [3/c ~, where the constant c = 2/3-1(e SUpN E fN IN -a 
X~+I I ._  1 ke:Zu d k J) , which is finite by (3.2). 
pU sup N-a Z xk(r)~dr>~2# 
O<~s,t~l s kE~ 
It-sl <,s 
<~PN(10<~s,t<~lsup fstN-dZxk(r)~I{xk(r)<c}dr>/fl)kEyau 
\ It-sl <a 
c f  ) +pN sup N-a Z xk(r)~I{x'(r) >~} dr>~ 
10<~s,t<<_l 
\ it_sl < a ke~ 
1 ) <~o+pN N-a Z xk(r)~+ldr>~c 
ke~ 
<~fl-lc-lEfN IN-d Z x~k+'] < ~/2. [] 
L ke~g I 
Lemma 4.2. The laws {Qs}u>~l are tight on ~ and any limit point Q is supported 
by continuous paths. Moreover, ~t (( dO Q ® dt-a.e., and the Q @ dt @ dO-a.e, defined 
derivative u(t, O) = d#t/dO is jointly measurable in (#., t, O) and satisfies 
E/or ] E Q u(t,O) ~+l dOdt < ~.  (4.3) j~-a 
Proof. By the conservation of total sticklength and (2.6), we have 
PNI~tE[O, 1]sup #~( Ja )~<l}  =Pff{#~v(~-'a)~<l} = 1. 
This, combined with Lemma 4.1 and the compactness of the set {2 E ~t' :2(~ --a) ~< 1 }, 
implies the tightness. That Q is supported by continuous paths follows from Lemma 4.1. 
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For the a.s. absolute continuity of #t(d0) ,  see the proof of Theorem 4.2 in Suzuki and 
Uchiyama (1993). 
We now prove (4.3). By an argument similar to that of Lemma 3.13 of Ekhaus and 
Seppfilfiinen (1994), the map V:2 ~ fg-~ d{(2,f~,¢) ~+1 is continuous in 2 E J/g, where 
f~,¢(0) :=  g--dI{{+[o, od}(O ).
Now restrict e and N so that Ne > 1. Let n denote the least integer greater than or 
equal to Ne. As such, niNe <~ 1 + liNe. For any i E ~g,  define 
Ai = {g = (gl . . . . .  ga)EY -a :ir<~N{r < ir + 1, r = 1,2 . . . . .  d}, 
A? = {~ = (~1 ..... {d)E S-d :i~ < N~ < i~ + 1, r = 1,2 . . . . .  d}, 
(1  1 1)  ~, o 
i *= i+ 2 '2  . . . . .  2 ' and = i* /NEA i. 
Observe that the function k ~-+ I{u¢+[0,~)a}(k) on ~ed does not depend on { E A °. As 
such we will use {* as a fixed representative in the calculation which follows. 
By Lemma 3.1, there is a constant C, independent of N and e, such that 
:[/0' 
= E PN 
= E ~ 
<~ EPN 
dt f~ d¢ (#tu, A,~) ~+1 ] 
[foldtiZc,gVdu~A~ d~(#N'fe'~)~+l ] 
f ° 'd t~°d{( (Ne) -dZxN( t ) l{N~+[° 'Ng)d}(k ) )  k6~ d
1 1 .~d(=+l) 
fo dt Z v°l(Ai) ( l  + Ne.] n-d Z xN(t)'+I 
iE~3(du kEi* +[O,n) d 
i ~d(~+l) 
NeeJ C, (4.4) 
where, in going from the second-to-last line to the last line, we have interchanged 
the order of summations and then relabelled the indices. For any #. E ~ and M > O, 
define 
/01 ( ,)  F~t(#.) = dt M A d~ (#t,f~,{ =+I . 
d 
By the continuity of V and the dominated convergence theorem, F~ is bounded and 
continuous on ~. .  Let Q be any limit point of the sequence (QN)N>_-> Along any 
= E PN l I 
i ~ ~z~ J 
( 
Z , ~ 1+ = \1  + N--~e} 
i~  
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subsequence N' ~ c~ for which QN, =~ Q, the estimate (4.4) implies 
EQ[FI~] = lim EQN'[F~t]<~ C, 
N t ---* c~ 
which, by letting M ~ c~, yields 
0suPlE Q [f01dt~,/~a d~ {~-df~+[o,~)u(t,O)dO}~+l ] <~C. 
Finally, by Fatou's lemma, we get EQ[f d dt f~  u(t, ~)~+1 d~] ~< C. [] 
Remark. An alternative proof of (4.3) can be obtained as a byproduct of Lemma 7.4 
and Lemma 8.1. The proof presented above shows that Assumption 2 is not needed 
for (4.3) to be true. 
5. Entropy estimates 
For any nonnegative Borel function f (x)  on 6aN, define 
: f f  logfd N H( f )  
If f (x)  is a probability density function with respect o ~N, then H( f )  becomes the 
usual relative entropy of f~N with respect o ~N. Define the a-function as 
aN(f)= f Z fo xku -2[f(xu'k'e)- f(x)] 
It-kl=l 
1 
× [log f (x  u'k'e) - log  f(x)] du / o (ox, 
.2 
The functional aN is nonnegative, convex, and translation i variant. 
Lemma 5.1. For t>0, (d/dt)H(f/v) = -½N2aN(f~). 
Proof. For 0 < e < 1, let g~ denote the solution to 
d ~ E gt : LNOt, t > 0 
i.e., 
g~ = (1 - e)(fN ° A e -1 ) + e, 
gT(x) = E x [g~(x(t) )]. 
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(We suppress the dependence of g~ on N, which is fixed throughout this discussion.) 
As such, g~ is bounded above and below, away from zero. The same is then true for 
g~. Also LNg7 is bounded, by our standing assumption that, PN-a.s., N -a ~kxk  <. 1. 
Therefore, by using reversibility and (2.1), we get 
d / 
d---~H(g~)----- (l + logg~)Lug~d~ 
=- . i  ~ ~ g~log ~d¢~v 1 log 9t LNgt + t 
2 
-- ~N 2 a -- -- - N(gt )" 
Thus, for s < t, 
N 2 f t  
H(gt) - H(g~) = -~-  aN(Of)dr. (5.2) 
Now, g~ ~ fN °+ 1. Therefore, by dominated convergence, g~ ~ f~, CN-a.e., as e ~ 0. 
The function c(a) = a loga has the following properties: (i) c is convex, (ii) c is 
bounded below by an integrable function (the constant -e  -1 ), and (iii) c is increasing 
where it is positive. Therefore applying (5.2) with s = 0 and property (i) yields 
H(g~) <~H(g~o) <~ (1 - 8)H( f ° A ~-l ) + 8H(1) <~H( fO) < o0, 
by Assumption 2. By virtue of property (ii), we can apply Fatou's lemma to conclude 
that H(f[v)<~H(f~ ) < c~. Write g~ = (1 - e)h~ + el, with O<~h~<<.f~ A e-1, ~N-a.e. 
Applying properties (ii), (i) and then (iii), we have 
--e-l~<c(g~) ~< (1 -e)c(h~)+ec(1) 
<.c(h~)+<c(f~) + ~LI(~N). 
Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem, as e ~ 0, the left-hand side of (5.2) 
converges to H( f~)  -H( f fv ) ,  with both terms being finite. 
Concerning the limit of the right-hand side of (5.2), we first note that Fatou's lemma 
yields, in conjunction with the previous limit, that f t  au(f~)dr<<2N_2H(f~)< oo.
Next, the function C(a, b) = (a - b)(log a - log b) is convex and satisfies C(a A M, 
b A M)<~C(a,b) for any M > 0. Therefore the integrand of au(g~) is dominated by 
that of aN(h~r) and, in turn, by that of au(f~,). Therefore a final application of the 
dominated convergence theorem allows us to conclude that the right-hand side of (5.2) 
t t z 2 f~u( f lv )dr .  [] converges to - iN  
For any i E ~N d, Ti denotes the translation operator: (Ti(x))k = Xk+i, with addition 
modulo the cube ~d. Let 
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where o denotes the composition of f and Ti. For k E ~N d, and ON = V/~u, set 
D~k(gN)= f t~  foXku~-2[gN(xU'k'¢)--gN(X)]2du]qbN(dx). (5.3) 
I,~-kl=l 
Lemma 5.2. 
D~k (gN)<~2-1N-d-2H(f °) = o(1), as N ---+ oc. (5.4) 
Proof. By the translation invariance of 4~N and fN, D~k(gN) does not depend on k. 
Applying the inequality 
4(v#a - x/b) 2 ~<(a - b)(log a - logb) 
to the integrand in (5.3) and using convexity and the translation i variance of aN, we 
obtain 
el N -d  
D~k (gN ) <~ JO ---4---aN( f~  )dt. 
By Lemma 5.1 and Assumption 2, we then derive the bound (5.4). [] 
6. Local equilibrium in a microscopically small set 
For any subset A C ~A¢ d we write [A[ for card(A). For any positive integer f set 
Ae = (-~, E) a N ~a. For any configuration x E 6eN, 
SA(X) :---- Ia1-1 ~--~ xk. 
kEA 
Define the probability measure/3N on ~9~N by 
/o 1 = N -d ~ Pt N 0 T i dt. 
i E £r g 
As such, fN is the density of/SN with respect to ~N. Expectation with respect to pN is 
denoted by ~s =_ EPN. Note that fiN is translation i variant and, by Jensen's inequality 
and (3.2), satisfies the bounds 
sup/~N[s~+I(x)] ~< supp~N[SA(Xa+I)] = supj~U[x~ +1] 
A,N A,N k,N 
L ke~Z J 
where x=+l = ~xkt"~+l : k E -~eNa). 
(6.1) 
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This implies that the sequence {/~}N>/1 is tight. Let/5 be any limit point of this 
sequence. In the following lemma, for any configuration x E Sf -- ~+~ and subset 
F C ~d, xr denotes the restriction of x to F. 
Lemma 6.1. I f  F is a finite subset of ~d and y = (Yk: k E F) E ~r  is a fixed con- 
figuration on F, then for any k, f E F, 0 <<. u<<. Yk, 
P{xr >/y} = P{xr >1 yU, k,r}. (6.2) 
where inequality between configurations i  understood coordinatewise. 
Proof. Choose N large enough so that F C ~.a. If Ik - El : 1, we have (by a change 
of variables) 
O yk U~--2I~{XF ~ y} pN{x F ~ yU'k'l} [ du 
: foYIU ct-2 J~NI{Xr>~y}[?N(X)--fN(xU'k")]d~N 
x(E¢U[ foX 'u~-z4 fN(X)du l )  1/2 
1 "x 1/2 
< C[O~Vk (aN)] ~/2 
=o(1),  asN~c~.  
du 
(6.3) 
In the last four lines we used, in succession, the reversibility of ~U, Lemma 3.1, 
the definition of D~'k (gN), and (5.4). Therefore, we obtain 
fo yk U °~-2 I~  {XF ~ y} - ff'U {xr >1 yU'k'~}l du = O. jim (6.4) 
Now, P{xr, = zr, for some F' C F} ---- 0, for all but a countable number of z's and 
(6.2) is preserved under increasing limits y(n)Zy.  Therefore we obtain, for all y 
P{xr ~ y} = P{xr >~ yU, k,e}, a.e. u c [0, yk]; (6.5) 
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then for all y and 0 ~< a < b ~< yk, 
- - P{xr >>-yU'k'e}du. (6.6) P{xr>~Y} b a 
The case of I k -  t[ > 1 is treated by returning to (6.3) and, in utilizing reversibility, 
inserting similar terms along a path (with a bounded number of steps) joining k to t ~ via 
nearest neighbouring sites (see the proof of Lemma 3.10 in Ekhaus and Sepp~il~iinen, 
1994). The result of the lemma itself follows from the final argument in the proof of 
Lemma 3.10 loc. cir. [] 
Write ~PP - mp ~d for the product of i.i.d, exponential distributions mp with mean 
p ~> 0 on 5g, with the convention that m0 --- 6o. 
Lemma 6.2. /5 is a mixture of i.i.d, exponential distributions, viz. P=f~ qbp w(dp) 
for some probability measure w on ~+ satisfyin9 fo  P w(dp) <<. 1. 
Proof. Since interchanging Yk and Yt in F areas y into yyk-y~,k,t (in case Yk>Ye), 
it is clear from Lemma 6.1 that /5 is exchangeable. Thus by de Finetti's Theorem 
(Theorem 11.2.1 in Dawson, 1993) there is a probability measure W on the space 
J¢'1([0, +~))  so that 15 = fm®~ dW(dm). Using Lemma 6.1 again, we obtain for any 
ai>~O, i = 1 .... .  k, and an arbitrary collection F--- {rl . . . .  ,rk} of k sites, 
k 
f H m([ai, +oo)) W(dm) = 1> (al, a2 . . . . .  ak)} P{xr 
i=1 
= P xr,/> ai 
i=1 
which implies for any a, b f> O, 
[m([a, +oo) - m([a + = (6.8) +oo))m([b, b, +cx)))]2 W(dm) 0. 
Taking into account he left-continuity of m([a, +c~)) in a, we conclude, W-a.s., that 
for any a,b>~O 
m([a, +co))m([b, +o~z)) = m([a + b, +oo)), (6.9) 
which implies that W is concentrated on exponential distributions. (Note: m([a, +~))  
is not constant in a.) Finally, the map 7 j : ~+ ~ ~[l([0,+cx~)) defined by p ~ mp 
is easily checked (using, e.g., Laplace transforms) to be a homeomorphism onto its 
closed range -= {exponential laws on ~+}. Setting w = W o ~u-1 yields the desired 
representation. Note that f~pw(dp)<<, 1 as a result of (2.6). [] 
With these preliminaries completed we can start working towards the local equilib- 
rium. Pick and fix a test function J E C2(3 -d) for the remainder of this section. 
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Lemma 6.3. 
lim hmsupE e sup (#~,J) - (#~v,j) 
d---+ cx~ N--.+ cx~ LO<t<l I 
/0' --0~--1 N-d Z AJ =0.  
(6.10) 
Proof. Using the smoothness of J and (4.1) and (4.2), with s = 0, we first obtain 
F 
lim E e~' | sup  
N- - - ,~ [ 0~<t~<l 
N j _ r[t 
(#t , ) (kiN, J) - -  ~x-1  
Jo N-dk~dNAj(k)xk(z) ~dz ] 
=0.  
By interchanging the order of summations, 
N-d Z A J (~)  {IAEI-I E xi(z)~ I 
kEZ~ iEk+Ae ] 
keaCN ~
+(9(  sup IAJ(O)- AJ(O')I).N -d 
\ IIO-O'11 <~vZdE/U 
Xk(~) "" 
kc~z~ 
Combining these two estimates with (3.2) yields (6.10) because the expectation of the 
error term in the last display vanishes as N ~ cxD, uniformly in z. [] 
For any function ¢ on 6 e for which the integral makes sense, set ¢ (p )= f ¢ d~ p. 
Lemma 6.4. For a bounded continuous local function 49 (i.e., one that depends on 
only a finite number of coordinates) on 6e, ¢(p) is uniformly continuous in p. 
This lemma is proved by calculus for p away from zero and by a direct argument 
for p approaching zero. We omit the details. 
We now prove local equilibrium for the cubes Ae: 
Lemma 6.5. For bounded continuous local functions d? on ~, 
lim lim supE N 
d---+ ~ N---+ oo 
[ IAA -~ ~ ¢oTj - ~(SA~) 
jEAe 
=0.  (6.11) 
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For the ~th moments, we have 
lim limsupEN[ISA:(X ~) -- Ctl S~+(x)I ] = 0. 
g---* oo  N ---+ c~ 
(6.12) 
Remark. The connection between (6.12) and Lemma 6.3 is revealed by writing out 
(6.12) in detail: 
If0 1 Z lim lim supE PN N -d 15+[ -1 xgs): ~---*c~ N---*oo kE .~ d iEk+A:  
-m! IAA -1 Z xi(s) ds =0. 
iEk+A+ 
Proof. For each fixed d, let : oo {N,~ }n=l be a subsequence along which the lim supN~ 
is realized in (6.11). By (6.1) the sequence shN,:t~ is tight. Pick and fix a further [ '~  Jn=l  
subsequence, again denoted by {N~e}, along which we have convergence/3 N.t ~ P(:) 
as n -+ co. Here we view ply,: and P(:) as measures on 6:. Also, P(:) continues to 
satisfy the moment bounds (6.1). Since the function 
]A:I-' Y~ cko Tj --~(SA¢) 
j EA :  
is bounded and continuous on S#, we have 
~ f 
lim E N; 
B----+O~ 
= E P<+> 
[ IAA-' Y~ dpoTj--2p(SA+) ] 
j EA :  
Now it remains to show 
lim Et~° [ IA : I -1E  qboTj--(O(SA:) ] =0. 
d---.* <x~ 
jEA:  
By Lemma 6.2, P(:) is a mixture of i.i.d, exponential distributions, P(:)= fo  q~p w:(dp), 
so we need to show 
lim f E +" [
d---+ oo  
wt(dp) = 0. 
168 
Write 
i~[ i.,i-' E,., +o.,- ~.,> 
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] w'(d~) 
+ fE*'[l~(p) - ?p(SA,) l]wt(dp). 
The last term above goes to zero: Since ~(p) is uniformly continuous in p, pick 3 > 0 
so that I~(P) - ~(P') I  < e whenever IP - P'I < 3. Therefore 
E~"[[~(p) - ~(SA< >1] ~< e + 2[1491[ooq)P{[p -- SAt[ >t6} 
<~ e + 26-z[[49[[ooE~;[[p - SAt[ 2] 
e + 26-2[[49[[~[at[-lp 2, 
so by the moment bound, 
Jim f F.°'tlg(o)-g(S,<)llwe(dp> ~+ 2a-'I14911~ <-+~lim IAel-l f p2wt(dp) 
=~ + ,s-2114911oo ~im IAeI-'E¢'>[x 2] 
by (6.1). Now let e --+ 0. 
It remains to prove 
l imsupfE~P[lAt l - lZ49°TJ-~(P)  l w t ( d p ) = O ' ¢ - - + o o  a jeA< (6.13) 
Since 
~,, / ." w'(d,)= f E~tx~,lwe(d,n = E"'>txal<.C < C<) 
uniformly in ~, the sequence {w e} of probability measures on ~+ is tight. In (6.13> re- 
strict to a subsequence {f '} that realizes the lim sup<_oo; then restrict his subsequence 
further so that w e' --+ w. For each fixed k < f ' ,  let A<, -- V1 U .. • U Vn U He, express 
At, as a union of  n translates of  Ak and a remainder set He, with IHe, I ~<dk((') d-1. 
As such, 
I...,-' ~ ~o ~-  ~,> .< ! ~. J.~,-' Z ~o ~-  ~(.> + ~(~/<,~. 
jEA<, i=1  jE  1I/ 
Choose r so that for any j q~ Ar, 49 and 49 o Tj are independent under ~o. This is 
possible because 49 is a local function. By translation invariance, 49 o Ti and 49 o Tj are 
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independent for k >.2r and i E Ar, j E Ak\Ar. Therefore 
II¢lloo(IArl + 1) ~/2 
~< lim sup 
k~ Iakl 1/2 
=0.  
For the first equality above we used the fact that 
lS a bounded continuous function of p. For the last inequality we majorized by the 
square root of the variance of IAk1-1 ~j~Ak ¢ ° Tj. 
In order to prove (6.12), we apply (6.11) to CM(x) :-- (x0 A M) ~, obtaining 
lim limsupEN[IsAfi(X AM)  ~) -- ~M(S~Ax))I] = O. 
d.---~ oc N ----, ~x~ 
Now, by explicit calculus one sees that for all p ~>0: 
E O<<- ~lP ~ - ~M(P) = [ r~ - M~]P -le-r/p dr 
~< M cx+l rUp-le-Mr/p dr 
~ C l (~)m e+l rep  -1 [p /Mr]  ~+2 dr  
~ C(~)M-1p ~+1 
for some constants Cl(Gg), C(0~) depending only on a. Therefore 
lim sup lim sup EN [ISAfiX ~) -- cd[SA,(X )]~[] 
d---~oo N---*oo 
~< lim sup lim sup{ EN [[SAe(X ~) -- SAe( x A MY)I] 
d---+ oo N---*oo 
-+-I~N[I~M(SAe(X)) -- Oc![SAt(X)]al]} 
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~< sup Ia<[-' ~ sup~N[x~; xk >m]  + C(ct)M -1 sup~N[s~+I(x)] 
g kEAe N g,N 
~<M -1 / sup /~N[xr+I ]  + C(ct)supEN[S:+I(x)]I 
( i,N g,N ) 
~< Const. M- l ,  by (6.1). 
Letting M ~ c~ yields (6.12). [] 
7. The Young measure argument 
By Lemma 6.3 and the remark following the statement of Lemma 6.5, we have 
• -[ lira hmsupE ~ (p~,J) - (pg,J) - (~-  1)! 
x AJ(O)S~ol+a<(x(s)) dO = 0. (7.1) 
d 
Fix t > 0 and an arbitrary limit point Q of the laws QN of pU. OUr ultimate goal is 
EQ I (pt , J ) - ( I . to , J ) - (~-  l)' ~ot f~aAJ(O)u(s,O)~dOds ]=0,  (7.2) 
which says that Q-a.e.p. is a weak solution of the PME, and essentially completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. This could now be achieved by extending the local equilibrium 
to AN~ by the so-called two-block estimate that requires the entropy bound (2.5); see 
for example Kipnis et al. (1989) or Ekhaus and Seppiil~iinen (1994). Instead we apply 
Varadhan's Young measure argument. 
We start by writing (7.1) in the form 
^ [ (#t,J) lim limsupEQ<,u - (#0,J) - (~-  1)! 
g---~ cx~ N ---, cx~ 
~aAJ(O)p~ g(ds, dO, dp) I = 0, 
(7.3) 
through the following construction: Let q/= [0, t] × ~--dx ~+ and let M~--M~(d//) be 
the set of Borel probability measures 7r on o?/ such that f~ p~ ~z(ds, dO, dp) < 0¢. A 
bijective map ~z ~-~ # from M~(q/) onto the space ~gl(°g) of probability measures on 
~// (endowed with its usual weak topology) is defined by setting 
f fdFt= (/( l+p~)dn)- I  f f(s,O,p)(l+P~)n(ds, O,dp) 
for bounded continuous f ,  with inverse # ~ ~ given by 
f fd~r = (1 + p,) - I  d# f(s,O,p)(1 +p,)-I #(ds, dO, dp). dq/ 
(7.4) 
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We topologize M~'(q/) with the topology induced by the map (7.4). M~(q/) becomes 
a Polish space, and convergence nn ~ n in M~(q/) is equivalent to requiring that 
/ f (l + p~)drcn ~ / f (l + p~)d~, (7.5) 
for all bounded continuous functions f on q/. 
Define a random element zt/,N of M~(~/) by 
That zt t,s E M~(q/) a.s. is a consequence of
/o' f P~nt'N(ds, dO, dp)<~t-1 N -d ~ x1(s)ds ,Iql 
and Lemma 3.1. Write (#., n) for the generic element of the product space ~xM~(q/ )  
and let Qe, N be the joint distribution of the pair (/zN, r~ t'N) on this space. Now it is 
clear how (7.3) is a restatement of (7.1). 
Lenuna 7.1. For any A > 0 and e > 0, the set 
K = N{TtEM~(~//): ~z([0,t] x ~--dx(r, oo))<<.Ar-(~+~)} 
r~>l 
is compact in M~(~'). 
Proof. It is easy to see that K is closed because convergence in M~'(q/) implies ordi- 
nary weak convergence. We need to show that the image of K under the map (7.4) is 
tight. Let r>~ 1 and # be defined by (7.4) for an arbitrary TREK. 
ft0,d x.~-'~ x(,., oo) 
p~(ds, dO, dp) 
<<.2 n{(s,O,p): p>rvul/~}du 
[ i/ ] <<.2 r~Ar-(~+~) + r~{(s,O,p):  > uU~}du 
<~ Cr -~, 
p([O,t] × ~'-d ×(r, oo)) ~< 2 
and this suffices. [] 
Lemma 7.2. The class of distributions {0t, N} on ~g x M~(°//) is tight. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show the tightness of the M~(q/)-marginals. Fix 
~E(O, 1) and set fl = 2/(1 -e ) .  Let 
oo 
KA = R {z~EM~(V//) : zff[O't] × yd  × (n~,oo))<~An-~(~+~>), 
n=l  
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a compact subset of M]~(q/) by Lemma 7.1. 
{io } Qd, c ~ ~O¢,N n(ds, dO, dp) >An-#('+e) n=l  ,t] × 3-a ×(nlJ, cx~ 
[jo t <~ A -1 ~ n~(~+~)EO'.x (p/n~)l+~n(ds, O dp) n=l  't] x J -°  x (nf~, °c )  
~ A -1 ~-~ n-~(a-~)EQ~,N pl+~n(ds, dO, do) 
n=l  
<~ A-I C 
by Lemma 3.1 and the choice of ft. Since A can be taken arbitrarily large, the lemma 
follows. [] 
Let {QN'} be a subsequence which converges to a limit point Q. Pass to a further 
subsequence (again denoted by {N'}) such that 0~ = l imN,~ Qe, N, exists for all E. 
Then restrict o a subsequence {f'} so that 0 = l im~,~ 0¢, exists. The subsequences 
{N'} and {Y'} are fixed from now on. 0 has marginal Q on @~, hence by Lemma 4.2 
there exists a Q®ds®d0-a.e. defined, jointly measurable function u(s, O) = u(#., n; s, O) 
such that/~(d0) = u(s, 0)d0. 
Lemma 7.3. The following holds Q-almost surely: There is a jointly measurable map 
ns, o(dp) = n~,o(p.,n;dp) from [0,t] × yd  × ~ × M]' into probability measures on 
~+ such that n(ds, dO, dp) -- t-l dsdOn~,o(dp). For almost every (s,O), u(s,O) = 
f~e+ pn~,o(dp). 
Proof. It is clear that 0 is supported by measures n whose [0, t] x 3-d-marginal is 
equal to t -1 dsdO, since each n ¢'N is deterministically of such type and such measures 
form a closed subset of M~(q/). Since the Borel field of [O,t] × ~-d is countably 
generated, the conditional measure n~,o(dp) can be defined as a jointly measurable 
function of (s, O, n) (and thereby of (s, O, #., n)) in a standard fashion via the martingale 
convergence theorem. 
For continuous test functions g and h and e > O, consider events of the type 
H= {(p.,n). f g(s)h(O)pn(ds, dO, dp) - t - '  fotg(s)(l~s,h)ds <.~}. 
It is always the case that 
fot L g(s)h(O)S[Nol+A/(X(s))dsdO- fotg(s)(#N,h)ds tllgll o~h(v~t/N), 
(7.6) 
where 
~oh(6) ~ sup{lh(0) - h(0')l : l0 - 0'l ~fi} 
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is the modulus of continuity of h. Hence Q¢,N(H) = 1 whenever fiN is small enough. 
Since H is closed in ~ x M~(q/), we have, upon letting ~ ~ 0 and using the first 
part of the lemma, that 
Lt Lg(s)h(O) [~e+pTZs, o(dp)] dOdS= fot L g(s)h(O)u(s,O)dOds (7.7) 
holds with probability 1 under 0, for any test functions g and h. This verifies the last 
statement of the lemma. [] 
Now turn to the expectation i  (7.3). Denote its integrand by 7J(#.,~t). For any 
M < ~ we have 
EQ"[7 'AM]= lim EQ~',N'[tPAM] 
Nt----~o<) 
because the discontinuity set of 7 j has ~)e,-measure zero. (By Lemma 4.2, the ~a- 
marginal of Ql, is supported by continuous paths/~..) By the same reasoning, 
EQ[7 ' A M] = lim lim E Q'~',N' [~A M] = O, 
{' ---~ o N~----~ 
again for all M. Letting M 7 ~ and using Lemma 7.3 gives 
E'Q [ (#t,J) - (l~o,J) -(~- l)' fo' L AJ(O) ( f~e+P~,o(dp))dOds ] =0.  
(7.8) 
The proof of (7.2) is completed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.4. 
EQ [LtL~_j (S~+ P~+lTcs, o(dp)) doriS] 
<~EQ[fotL (S~+p~rCs, o(dp)) (fe+prCs, o(dp))dOds]. (7.9) 
To see how (7.2) follows, note first that by H61der's inequality 
/" f \CU(~+I) pc~+l) 1/(:~+1) fp~+l. ( /  : 
Combining this with (7.9) gives 
~+p~ns, o(dp).~+pns, o(dp)= ~+p~+lns, o(dp), a.e. (s, 0) 
and, by Lemma 7.3, this forces ns,0 = 6u(s,o) a.e. on [0,t] x ~y-a, for 0-a.e. (/~.,lt). 
This and (7.8) together imply (7.2). 
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Proof of Lemma 7.4. This proof occupies the remainder of the section. Recall that 
t > 0 has been fixed since (7.2). Set now fN t_ 1 t s = fg f~ ds. Let 6 > 0, x > 0, and 
consider N large enough so that 6 > z/N 2. Redo the calculation done in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 but this time integrate from z/N 2 to 6 to get 
-~fN2 E[(/~°N'q~V~ * pff)ldr 
z j, kE~ 
j 4k  
The conclusion is that 
I z ,N  <. I6 ,N , .3  ~ N 
1 "~"2 +13 '  ' (7.10) 
with 
I['N =E/N IN-2a j, kE~Z Xjx~'q~/~/W2 ( J-) 
j:/k 
and 
6 
=  /4f/N 2 E[QIoN, q~rr * #o~)1 dr. 
Lemma A.3 in the appendix shows that 
lira sup lim supI3 ~'r'N = 0, 
6---*0 N---*oo 
(7.11) 
and we shall show now that 
liminfliminf I~'N >~cdt-'EQ [ fot fj o_ ( f~ 
z ---+ oo N ---~ oo d + 
and that 
p~+~ns, o(dp)) dOds I (7.12) 
lim inf lim supI2 &N 
~----~0 N----, oo 
<~°~'t-lEQ[fotfjo_d(/~÷P~rCs, o(dp))(/~ ÷
The results (7.10)-(7.13) combine to give (7.9). 
pr~s,o(dp)) d0ds].  (7.13) 
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~,N Let us first look at 11 . As in the Appendix, we denote the transition kernel of 
simple symmetric ontinuous-time random walk on ~a by pt('). 
L j 
-1 ,  
for all M < N and E, where we define 
iEA~ 
a bounded continuous local function on ~.  Without indicating so explicitly, all limits of 
N and ( are taken along the previously fixed subsequences {N'} and {g'}. By (6.11), 
liminfl['U>~liminfliminfE~[N-aZ~I~,M(Sj+at) 1 
N f N J .I 
= lim inf lim inf EfN [ fra ffI"M(S[m°]+A" ) N 
= lim inf lim inf E O'~,N H~,M(p)rffds, O  dp) 
f N ' 
where the last equality is a matter of definitions only. The last integrand is a bounded 
continuous function of ~; hence 
limNinf l~'U >~ EQ [ ~ ~I~,M(p ) Tz( ds, dO, dp ) 1 • 
As first M/'~oo and then z/~ec, 
iEAM 
converges to e!p~+l. Thus finally 
liminfliminfll'N~--,~ U--*~ >'e'EQ[/P~+lrffds'dO'dp) 1 
[,-1/o' L 
and (7.12) is verified. 
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Next we tackle I62 'N. Begin by writing 
Setting gM(r) = (r /X M) ~, we have 
lim S~Ia2'N--Ef'IN-dZagM(Xk){I.tN*q~}(k/N)] =0, 
M,~e~ 
L kc~ 
for by Lemma 3.1, by (2.6), and by the uniform boundedness of q~([NO]/N) over 0 
and N (see Proposition A.2 in the appendix), the supremum above is bounded by 
C supE f~' IN Z -d x~I[xk >~M] ~ C/M. 
N L kc~g 
Next, setting GM(X) = gM(XO), we have for each M, 
limsuplimsupEfx[ N-aZgM(xk){l~N*q~}(k/N) ] f  N L k~¢ 
--EL'[N-dZGM(Sk+At){#N*qa}(k/N)] =0. (7.14) 
For the passage from the first expectation to the second in (7.14), first replace qU by 
qa, the transition kernel of Brownian motion on 3 -a, by an appeal to Proposition A.2 
again. Then replace gM(Xk) by 
IAtt -1 ~ gM(xj), 
jck+AI 
incurring an error of the order CoJq~(f/N) by the moment bound (3.2). Noting that 
{l~N,q6}(k/N) is uniformly bounded in N by assumption (2.6), apply (6.11), we finally 
get the local equilibrium. The errors vanish in the limit, verifying (7.14). Finally, in 
(7.14) replace 
E~' [N-d ~-~ GM(Sk+At ){IjN * q3}(k/N) d 
by 
E fN [ J~d GM( S[No]+ A/ ) {12N * q6 }( O) dO ] 
= E~' " [ fu ~M(p){l~ * q~}(O)n(ds, O, dp) ] 
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incurring an error of the order C09qo(1/N). Taken together these steps show that 
limsuplimsuplimsuPM + N I62'N -E'Qe'N [ f~ GM(p){#s*q6}(O)lr(ds, dO, dp)] =0.  
(7.15) 
Assume for the moment hat, for bounded continuous f(O) and h(p), a function of 
the type 
=/~ h(p) {#s *f }(O)Tt(ds, dO, dp) (7.16) F(p.,Tz) 
is sufficiently continuous on ~¢ × M~(q/) so that the EQ+.N-expectation i  (7.15) 
A 
converges to the EQ-expectation. Upon noting that 
GM(p)J~!p ~ asM/~oo 
and that 
#~ *q6(O) =/u(s,O)q6(O - 0)d0 Q®ds-a.s., 
we have the following inequality: 
l iNmsup I62'N<<'~'t-lEQ I fo t fJ~-a (f~+P: ~s,o(dp)) 
× (/~_ u(s,O)q6(O-O)dO)dOds]. (7.17) 
As 6 -+0,  
~_~ O) q6(O - O) dO --* O) U(S, U(S, 
in L~+l(dO), O_ ® ds-a.s., because u(s,.)E L~+l(dO) by Lemma 4.2. Consequently, the 
functions 
7~6(P.,rt, s)-fj~_~(/~+P~,o(dp)) ( f r  u(s,O)q6(O-O)dO)dO 
tend to 
f+_~ ( /~+ p~rCs, o(dp)) u(s,O)dO 
as 6 + 0, Q + d-a.s. Via the 0 ® ds-integrable bound 
-~ / (~+ l ) \1/(0¢+ 1 ) 
1tl6(#.,~,S)~ (ffP'+l 7r's,O(dp)dO) (fu~+l(s,O)dO) 
and the dominated convergence theorem (note the right-hand side is integrable by 
(7.12) and Lemma 4.2), we can apply this convergence to the expectation in (7.17). 
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From this, recalling that u(s, O)= f p rcs, o(dp) by Lemma 7.3, we obtain 
li~as0uP limsuo f l~,U<~, -1 E ~ [ ~oo t f:~ ( j;+ p~ rts, o(dp)) 
and (7.13) is proved. 
A 
The remaining detail is the justification of the convergence of the EQ:,N-expectations 
in (7.15). It suffices to show that the function F(#.,r 0 defined in (7.16) is continuous 
on the closed subspace of N~ x M~(~/) consisting of elements (#., r0 such that the 
[0,t] x J-a-marginal of rc equals dsdO. Suppose (#.n,~n) ~ (#.,r0 in this subspace. 
Write 
/0'; If(#~.,rd) -- f(#.,rO <~ Ilhll~ ~ I{#n * f}(O) -- {Ps * f}(O) l dOds 
+ f~ {#s* f}(O)h(p)dx n -  fm {#s* f}(O)h(p)dx. 
(7.18) 
The convergence #n ___+ #. m ~ entails that #n ~ #s weakly for each continuity point 
s of #s. Hence 
I{p n • f}(O) - {#s * f}(O)l ~ 0 
boundedly for a.e. (s, 0), and the first summand on the right-hand side of 7.18 vanishes 
as n ~ c~z by dominated convergence. The integrands of the second term are a.e. 
continuous under all nn's and ~, hence it vanishes by usual weak convergence (by 7.5 
n" ~ rc in M]'(q/) implies that nn ~ rt in the usual weak sense). [] 
8. Uniqueness and proof of Theorem 2.1 
Lemma 8.1. The equation 
f~_aJ(O)u(t,O)dO-f:dJ(O)v(dO)=fotf:aAJ(~)u(s,~)~d~ds 
for all smooth J on ~--a 
admits at most one solution uCL~+I((0, 1] × Ya; dt, dO). 
Proof. We can follow the proof of Lemma 3.15 in Ekhaus and Sepp/il~inen (1994), 
which can be generalized to the case of general ~ > 1. Let u(t, O) and v(t, O) be any two 
solutions of the equation. For any e > 0 let f~(O) be a compactly supported, symmetric, 
smooth approximation to the identity function. Let * denote the convolution operation 
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between any two functions. Then one has 
[ [  [u~* f~-  C * f~][u* f~-v*  f~]dtdO<<,O. (8.1) 
Jo JY d 
The hypothesis that u ~+1 be integrable is sufficient o justify the interchange of 
l im~0 with the double integral in (8.1). Indeed the generic term in the double integral 
is of the form 
f l f  (ul*f~)(t,O)×(u2*f~)(t,O)dOdt, ulEL p, u2ELq; 
Jo JY d 
p = (~ + 1)/ct, q=~+l .  (8.2) 
Now note the following general facts. (The first two concern general measure spaces.) 
L e L q L 1 
9~---~9, h~---~h, ase--~0, ~9~h~--~gh, ase---~0 (p - l+q-1 - -1 )  (8.3) 
fc L1, IlfJll = 1, ulcL p, u2EL q (p- i  +q-X = 1) 
=~ / I (U l  * f)(u2 * f)[  ~< [[Ul lip" Ilu2llq (8.4) 
uELr(dO) ~ u * f~ ~ u, as e ~ 0. (8.5) 
The first result follows easily from Htlder's inequality and the triangle inequality; (8.4) 
is a consequence of Htlder's inequality followed by Young's inequality; and (8.5) is 
the well known "approximate identity" result -  see, e.g., Theorem 8.14 in Folland 
(1984). Thus we can apply (8.5) to the integrand in (8.2), to obtain its convergence, 
in Ll(d0), to Ul(t, O)u2(t, O) for a.e.t. Next, (8.3) establishes the convergence of the 
inner integral to f~-a u(t, O)u2(t, 0) dO, for a.e. t; and finally, (8.4) justifies an application 
of the dominated convergence theorem to the outer integral. Hence 
fot~_ [u~-C][u-v]dtdO<<.O 
and the uniqueness follows. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Lemmas 4.2, 7.4, and 8.1 together imply that the sequence QN 
converges weakly to 6~., from which the main result follows. [] 
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Appendix 
Let pt(n) and l~t(n/N) denote the time-t ransition kernels of continuous-time simple 
symmetric random walk on .~,d and N-1~ g, respectively. Also denote by qt(O) the 
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transition kernel of Brownian motion on ~--d. All three kernels are the products of their 
one-dimensional marginals. We have the following representations for the latter. 
Proposition A.1. In the case d = 1, 
qt(O) = ~ cos(2gkO)e -2n2k2t, 
k=-o¢~ 
1 fo ~ cos(nr) e -2t sin2(r/2)dr pt(n) = n 
and 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
[N/2I-  1 
NpN (-~)= Z COS(2gk~) e-2tsin2(rtk/N) 
k=--[N/2] 
( n ) e_2tsin2(n[N/2]/N) (1.3) + z{N odd} cos 2n[N/2]-~ 
where [.] denotes the greatest-integer function. (Note that the second term on the 
right-hand side of (A.3) is present only if N is odd. ) 
Proofi The proof is a straightforward application of well known techniques of Fourier 
series. We omit the details for (A. 1 ) and (A.2), which consist of solving the differential 
equations atisfied by qt and pt, respectively. The result at (A.3) follows from (A.2), 
the representation 
oo 
NpN (N)  = Z Npt(n+Nm),  
m=-- cxD 
the change of variables: r H 2nr/N, and the well known convergence property of the 
Dirichlet kernel-see, e.g., Theorem 8.43 in Folland (1984). [] 
We now use the representation for p~V t to study the limiting behaviour of the renor- 
malization 
q~Vt (0) := Na pNzt([NO]/N), OE J -a. 
Proposition A.2. For t bounded away from O, q~(O) converges uniformly in (t, 0) to 
qt(O), as N ~ oo. In particular, SUPN,0~<n< N q~(n/N) < c~. 
Proof. The proposition is a simple consequence of the series representations (A.3) and 
(A. 1 ). Indeed, it suffices to establish the uniform convergence for the one-dimensional 
marginals. For d = 1, set 
[N/21-1 
k=- [U/2l 
cos (2nk[~ ~0]  ) e -2tN2 sin2(nk/N). (A.4) 
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Noting the elementary inequality: 
x2 >~ sin2x >/x2 (1-- x-~-6 ) 2, forlx[~<v~ (in particular for x = r~k/N), 
we see that the kth summand of the series (A.4) converges to the kth summand of the 
series (A.1). Moreover, each summand is dominated in absolute value (independently 
of 0) by the summable sequence: xp(-ck 2), where c may be taken as 2rt2t(1-7z2/24) 2. 
This establishes the uniform convergence of ~v t to qt. Of course, for N even, ~t and 
qN coincide. It remains to observe that (for N odd), 
I~t(O)-qN(O)l<~ cos(2x[N]~-~-)e  -2tsin2(~[N/2]/N) <<e-c[N/2]2---+O, 
as N --+ o~. [] 
Lastly, we prove the facts needed in the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 7.4. 
Lemma A.3. Under Assumption 3, 
fN  1 sup E[(#N, ~,  #u)] dr < c~ 
N 2 
and 
6 
lim sup lim sup fN  E[(#N' ~ * #N)] dr = O. 
6--*0 N---*oc~ 2 
"c----* 0o 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
Proof. Let us first deal with the case d = 1 for which we make no moment assumption. 
From (A.3) we get, for a constant c, 
fzN qN dr <~ e -crk2 dr 
-2 -2 k=--[N/2] 
<~ Z k-2c-l(e-C~k2N-2 - e-Crk2) + (6 -- zN -2) 
kc~:k  #O 
=-- BN(~ , Z). 
Hence 
~N Et<#g'qN* #U)]dr EP2' -2 Z x ix j  f6  = ~ dr 
-2 | • . I J zN-2 
L Z,JG~N 
<~ BN(6, ~), 
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by (2.6). The statement now follows from observing that 
sUpBN(1, 1) < zx~ and l imsupl imsupBN(5,z)  = 0. 
N ~---,0 N---+~ 
1"----~ OO 
For the case d>~2 we use the inequality xixj <~(x2i + x})/2 and the fact that 
~-~ke_~ N-dq~r(k) = 1 to get 
N-2d E XiXjq~r (~- )  ~N-d  ~-~ X2" 
i,jE &~ d iE ~r d
Taking expectations relative to P~(dx)  = f°(x)~N(dx), applying Assumption 3, and 
integrating over r C IN -2, 1] or r E [zN -2, 5] gives the two conclusions. [] 
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